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the nomadic life of the kazakhs

In the proposed article, on the basis of studying a large number of original sources, the main features 
of the functioning of the nomadic Kazakh society are investigated, the processes of adaptation of nomads 
to specific resources are analyzed. The author made an attempt to create a holistic view of the specifics 
of the nomadic civilization of the Kazakhs based on the analysis of a huge amount of ethnographic and 
historical material contained in the works of Russian scientists, travelers, officials, just witnesses and the 
military. A comparative analysis of the facts and data from various and numerous sources seems to the 
author to avoid the subjective interpretation of the questions of this study and to exclude biased judg-
ments and conclusions. The evolutionary process of nomadism, the transformation of material culture 
is considered. The study of the system of material production of nomadic peoples represents a great 
practical sense, since they have accumulated vast experience. Of particular interest is the balanced, 
equilibrium state of the nomads in relation to the natural resources of the habitat. The nomadic way of 
life was the main ethno-integrating factor of their formation and addition to an integral socio-cultural 
community. In general, the available source material allowed to analyze the nomadic civilization of the 
Kazakhs in a reliable and complete form. 
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Қа зақ тар дың көш пелі өмірі

Бұл мaқaлaдa көп те ген бaстaпқы де рек көз дер ді зерт теу не гі зін де көш пе лі қaзaқ қоғaмы ның 
жұ мыс іс теуі мен оның ерек ше лік те рі зерт тел ді, көш пе лі лер дің нaқты ре су рстaрғa бейім де лу үр-
діс те рі тaлдaнды. Ав тор ре сей лік ғaлымдaр, сaяхaтшылaр, ше неунік тер, куә гер лер  мен әс ке ри 
қыз мет кер лер дің шығaрмaлaрындa қaмтылғaн эт ногрaфия лық жә не тaри хи мaте риaлдaрдың үл-
кен кө ле мін тaлдaу не гі зін де қaзaқтaрдың көш пе лі өр ке ниет ерек ше лік те рі нің тұтaс көзқaрaсын 
қaлыптaсты руғa әре кет жaсaды. Әр түр лі жә не көп те ген де рек көз дер де гі фaкті лер мен де рек тер-
ді сaлыс тырмaлы тaлдaу aвтор дың осы зерт теу дің суб ъек тив ті тү сін дір ме сі нен aулaқ бо луғa жә не 
жaлғaн пі кір лер мен қо ры тын дылaрды шығaруғa жол aшaды. Көш пе лі лер дің эво лю циялық үде-
рі сі, мaте риaлдық мә де ниет тің трaнс формaциясы қaрaсты рылaды. Көш пе лі хaлықтaрдың мaте-
риaлдық өн ді рі сі жүйе сін зерт теу үл кен тә жі ри бе лік мaғынaны біл ді ре ді, өйт ке ні олaр үл кен тә-
жі ри бе жинaқтaды. Тұр ғындaрдың тaби ғи ре су рстaрға қaтыс ты көш пен ді лер дің тең дес ті ріл ген, 
те пе-тең дік күйі ерек ше қы зы ғу шы лық ту дырaды. Көш пе лі өмір сaлты олaрды қaлыптaсты ру дың 
не гіз гі эт но-ықпaлдaсты ру шы фaкто ры жә не тұтaс әлеу мет тік-мә де ни қaуымдaстыққa қо сымшa 
бол ды. Жaлпы aлғaндa, қолдa бaр бaстaпқы мaте риaл қaзaқтaрдың көш пе лі лер өр ке ниеті не се-
нім ді әрі то лық түр де тaлдaу жaсaуғa мүм кін дік бер ді.

Түйін сөз дер: Қaзaқтaр, көш пе лі өр ке ниет, Мaсaнов Н.Е., номад.
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Кочевая жиз нь каза хов 

В предлaгaемой стaтье нa ос но ве изу че ния боль шо го кругa ори гинaль ных ис точ ни ков ис- 
с ле дуют ся ос нов ные осо бен нос ти функ цио ни ровa ния и жиз не деятель ности ко че во го об ще-
ствa кaзaхов, aнaли зи руют ся про цес сы aдaптaции номaдов к спе ци фи чес ким ре сурсaм. Ав-
то ром сделaнa по пыткa создaть це ло ст ное предстaвле ние о спе ци фи ке ко че вой ци ви лизaции 
кaзaхов нa ос но ве aнaлизa ог ром но го ко ли че ствa эт ногрaфи чес ко го и ис то ри чес ко го мaте риaлa, 
со держaще го ся в трудaх русс ких уче ных, пу те ше ст вен ни ков, чи нов ни ков, прос то оче вид цев и 
воен ных. 

Срaвни тель но-со постaви тель ный aнaлиз фaктов и дaнных рaзнообрaзных и мно го чис лен-
ных ис точ ни ков, кaк предстaвляет ся aвто ру, поз во ляет из бежaть суб ъек тив ной трaктов ки воп-
ро сов дaнно го исс ле довa ния и иск лю чить необъек тив ные суж де ния и вы во ды. Рaссмaтривaет-
ся про цесс эво лю ции номaдизмa, трaнс формaция мaте риaль ной куль ту ры. Изу че ние сис те мы 
мaте риaльно го произ во дс твa ко че вых нaро дов предстaвляет боль шой прaкти чес кий смысл, пос-
кольку ими был нaкоп лен ог ром ный опыт. 

Осо бо вaжный ин те рес предстaвляет сбaлaнси ровaнное, рaвно вес ное сос тоя ние номaдов по 
от но ше нию к при род ным ре сурсaм сре ды обитa ния. Ко че вой обрaз жиз ни явил ся глaвным эт но-
ин тег ри рующим фaкто ром их фор ми ровa ния в це ло ст ную со циокуль турную общ нос ть. В це лом 
имею щий ся ис точ ни ко вый мaте риaл поз во лил в дос то вер ной и пол но цен ной фор ме проaнaли зи-
ровaть ко че вую ци ви лизaцию кaзaхов.

Клю че вые словa: кaзaхи, ко чевaя ци ви лизa ция, Мaсaнов Н.Э., номад.

Introduction 

A comprehensive analysis of the spatio-temporal 
patterns of deployment of the world-historical 
process, actually determining the dynamics of the 
historical and cultural development of various 
societies, is an urgent task of scientific research 
related to the study of stage and civilizational 
features of human history.

The geographical differentiation of the 
conditions of human life quite naturally determined 
the emergence and functioning of various ways of 
human adaptation to the environment, the existence 
of various forms of labor activity and types of 
social production optimally corresponding to the 
resource potential of each given ecological niche, 
and, consequently, the level and basic parameters of 
civilization development.

Material and Methods. At its core, the 
methodology for this project may be described as 
journalistic/ethnographic.

The historiographic panorama of nomadism 
vividly demonstrates a surprisingly diverse range 
of research techniques and methods for studying 
the history and culture of nomadic peoples. As 
a result, it is quite natural that there are many 
scientific judgments and hypotheses, points of view 
and concepts regarding the laws of the historical 
development of nomadism in time and space.N. 

E. Masanov in his work “The nomadic civilization 
of the Kazakhs: the foundations of the life of a 
nomad society” writes that in the middle of the 
XIX century. in connection with the creation of the 
Russian Geographical Society, the first works appear 
in which the connection of the nomadic way of life 
of the Kazakhs with the geographic environment 
was taken for granted as an imperative and did not 
need any special reasoning (Blaramberg, 1848; 
Meyer, 1865; Valikhanov, 1984-1985, Kazantsev, 
1867; Potanin, 1867; Zagryazhsky, 1874, etc.) ‒ 
The natural conditionality of many aspects of the 
nomadic way of life generated by climate and lack 
of water gradually begins to be realized (Maksheev, 
1856; Zavalishin, 1867; Mayev, 1871; He, 187 2; 
Balitsky, 1873).

The first works appear in which the system 
of grazing and nomadism is considered, the 
choice of pasture land depending on the climatic 
conditions (Nebolsin, 1852; Chormanov, 1871; He, 
1871a; Kalning, 1876, etc.), the nomadic-Kazakh 
economy system due to the influence of natural 
factors on it (Rusanov, 1861; He, 1870; Tyaukin, 
1861; Medvedsky, 1862; Heine, 1897–1898; 
Terentyev, 1874, etc.), touches upon the problems 
of anthropogenic desertification in the Inner Horde 
(Plotnikov, 1871 and etc.).

Last quarter of the XIX — early XX centuries. 
characterized by the emergence of many works 
on various issues of economic life of nomads, 
depending on the limiting and partly determining 
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factors of habitat (Smirnov, 1887; Alektorov, 1888; 
Vasilyev, 1890; Schmidt, 1894; Ostafyev, 1895; 
Brem, 1896; Kovalevsky, 1896 ; Cranichfeld, 1898; 
Gern, 1899; Benkevich, 1903; Divaev, 1904-1905, 
etc.). Of particular interest in this regard are studies 
on various cycles of production, wandering, and 
grazing (Dzhantyurin, 1883; Chormanov, 1883; 
He, 1906; Aleksandrov, 1884; Kustanayev, 1894; 
Bazanov, 1904, etc.). The greatest contribution to 
the description of the nomadic Kazakh economy and 
the display of its ecological determinants was made 
by A. I. Dobrosmysov by a series of excellent works 
(Dobrosmylslov, 1893; He, 1894; He, 1895).

In the second half of the XIX-early XX 
centuries. in pre-revolutionary historiography, a 
significant range of views can be traced ‒ from the 
recognition that “most of the steppes in their natural 
conditions are suitable only for nomadic life, and if 
you force the nomads to go to sedentary life, this 
will certainly cause regress and lead to the desertion 
of the steppes” ( Radlov, 1989. p. 345), before 
geographical nihilism. At this time, a point of view 
is formed about the anthropogenic character of the 
geographic environment and the transformative role 
of a person in relation to it (see: Marsh, 1866, etc.).

Western historiography of the new time is 
also characterized by an extremely wide range 
of opinions and points of view regarding the 
processes of interaction between society and 
nature (see: Johnston, 1987; Krut, Zabelin, 1988; 
James, Martin, 1988, and others) ‒ from the natural 
social direction to traditional geodeterminism. And 
if one of them imposes the responsibility on the 
nomads to transform the most fertile lands of the 
Old World into deserts (Marsh, 1866. p. 46, etc.), 
the other mainly deals with the dependence of 
life and psychology man, including nomads from 
the geographical environment (Ratzel, 1896; He, 
1906, etc.).

A qualitatively new approach to the development 
of geographical ideas about the relationship between 
society and nature is associated with the name of the 
American geographer E. Huntington (See: James, 
Martin, 1988. P. 420-422, etc.), whose research 
is directly related to the history of the nomads. 
He, in particular, believed that cyclical climate 
fluctuations, especially the periodic aridization of 
natural conditions (Huntington, 1907), were the 
cause of mass invasions of the nomads of Central 
Asia and above all of the Mongols.

The purpose of our work is to study the 
mechanism of interaction between natural and 
socio-economic processes in the development of 
a nomad civilization, the activity of a nomadic 

society, identifying the general and particular in the 
functioning of the system of material production, 
the specifics of social relations among nomads.

The methodological basis of the work was 
primarily a materialistic method of studying social 
phenomena and processes, which assumed the 
primacy of the system of material production and 
the primacy of labor activity.

The works of a number of researchers in which 
the idea of   the integral integrity and interdependence 
of nature and society in the historicalhuman 
development.

Results and discussion
Kazakh nomadism and culture as they existed 

in the late nineteenth-early twentieth centuries 
provides the necessary contextual references for 
understanding the Kazakh intelligentsia’s social 
and economic grievances and programs. Kazakh 
national identity, both prerevolutionary and Soviet, 
was configure by the intelligentsia around the 
cultural symbols (real and imagined) of a nomadic 
past. Recognizing these symbols, and their functions 
within the nomadic society, is crucial to discerning the 
complex effort required by the Kazak intelligentsia 
to define a national identity and to disseminate their 
program among the Kazakh population.

Numerous works exist from the tsarist period, 
individual travelers accounts from both foreigners 
and Russians and reports by Kazakhs themselves, 
describing Kazakh nomadism, tsarist policies in the 
steppe regions, and the difficult economic situation 
that evolved for the nomads. Soviet scholars have 
also made important contributions to understanding 
the economic and cultural nature of Kazakh society, 
which clarifies the concepts and strengthens the 
comprehension of Kazakh nomadism.

“The term ‘nomadism’ here is used 
synonymously with ‘pastoral nomadism’. It needs 
to be understood, however, that not all nomads are 
pastoralists. For example, some American Plans 
Indians were nomadic, but they did not maintain 
livestock and, instead, followed wild herds which 
were their principal food source, a form of behaviour 
referred to as transhumance.”

Many recent studies clearly demonstrate that 
nomadic cultures vary considerably. Among those 
groups who depend on livestock and spatial mobility 
as their principal survival strategies, there is a 
tremendous range of herd management techniques, 
social organization, land tenure and utilization, 
agricultural production, differentiation of tasks by 
gender and age, and interactions with outside groups 
and sedentary societies.
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Until now, there existed their own independent 
social structures, sociocultural homogeneity, 
combined with horizontal and vertical mobility and 
distrust of formal, centralized power. Until the end of 
the nineteenth century, in the absence of technological 
mastery and centralized structural power, the main 
economic and social status remained in the steppe 
region of Kazakhstan among the steppe nomads.

Many commentators emphasize the egalitarian 
and democratic nature of the Kazakh organization, 
emphasize its fragmented and localized model of 
power and an open and flexible model of display. 
There is no complex social or occupational 
stratification characteristic of agrarian societies. 
However, the Kazakh organization had an internally 
differentiated, informal hierarchy of status and 
seniority within the clan segments and clan 
agglomerations.

Nurbulat Masanov, one of the eminent 
Kazakhstani nomad scientists, refers to the general 
“bodybuilding of seniority” among nomads, 
bodybuilders, which was created by genealogical 
knowledge and memory (revolves around the 
demonstration of their position). Segment in the 
historical lineage of the chain to claim superiority.

Kazakh society was in a constant state of 
evolution. Although change was sometimes forced, 
which will become clearer further on, the culture 
was not stagnant. Finally, while the genesis and 
subsequent evolution of pastoral nomadism and 
the domestication of animals are important topics, 
and briefly discussed below, it is more critical to 
understand that pastoral nomadism was, and is, a 
historical fact that was constantly in flux depending 
upon the various pressures (political, economic, 
climatic, etc.) being exerted internally and externally. 
The Kazakhs were pastoral nomads whose social, 
economic, and political structures were tightly 
interconnected to their specific way of life and to 
2,500 years of Central Asian nomadic heritage.

The nomadic economy was capable of 
producing many of its own basic supplies, such as 
food, clothing, housing, fuel, and transport, whereas 
settled communities might be more susceptible 
to drought or disaster which created a deficiency 
and potentially hindered the supply of essential 
materials. Nomads wee also vulnerable to those 
conditions, in addition to others that might not as 
adversely affect agricultural communities, but 
individuals in a mobile community have freer, and 
perhaps faster, access to necessities not available 
everywhere, for example salt, metal, wood, water, 
shelter, and fodder, According to this argument, 
mobility aided survival.

Nomadism in some cases made more sense for 
marginal communities and their existence became 
more secure, particularly in those environments 
unsuited to rainfall agriculture. A vital symbiosis 
existed in pastoral nomadism between man and 
animal. The herder benefited from the basic supplies 
listed above, while the livestock was protected 
from predators and guaranteed other necessary 
intervention critical for survival. This is not to 
suggest that nomads were purely independent and 
existed unconstrained by towns, for there was 
clearly a symbiotic relationship between nomads 
and sedentary peoples too. A pastoral economy 
was unable to stand alone for extended periods. 
According to Lattimore: it is the poor nomad who 
is the pure nomad: by stripping themselves of the 
accessories and luxuries that a prosperous nomadism 
as quires they establish afresh the possibility of 
survival under strictly steppe conditions, and even in 
the harshest parts of the steppe, and thus attain once 
more the extreme phase of departure from the edge 
of the steppe... they can actually repeat the history 
of the creation or evolution of steppe nomadism, 
and thereby reinforce the stock of the steppe nomad 
society.

The transformation, regardless of where it 
occurred, was a rapid process and once it began 
the consequences were ‘sudden and far-reaching’. 
Indeed, he contends, that although the total number 
of nomads did not necessarily increase greatly, the 
much wider scope of movement and the ability to 
disperse rapidly and concentrate suddenly made 
the pastoral society of the steppe nomads in its new 
form more elusive when defending itself and much 
more formidable in attack.

This new mobility probably appealed to some 
segments of the nomadic population and induced 
them to continue the pastoral life. Most likely, the 
new military capabilities and security also attracted 
some and justified their decision.

Conclusion 

As Masanov wrote, the convergent process of 
the accumulation of similar cultural characteristics 
took place much faster in the nomadic areas than 
in the marginal zones, which makes it possible to 
consider them as a kind of “ethnic clots”. It was 
on this basis that the cultural community of the 
nomadic Kazakhs was formed. “Kirghiz,” wrote V. 
V. Radlov, “is a truly nomadic people, wandering 
all year round in the steppes ... Mores, customs, 
ways of thinking, in a word, all the life and activity 
of the Kirghiz are closely connected with these 
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movements for the sake of animals ...” ( Radlov, 
1989. p. 253). Theprominent Russian ethnologist 
N. A. Aristov rightly pointed out that the Kazakhs 
“preserved cattle-breeding and nomadic lifestyles 
more than any other Turkic peoples” (Aristov, 
1896, p. 350).

It is natural that nomadism is characterized 
by a very specific view of culture. “There is 
nothing to say,” emphasizes A. Slovokhotov, 
“that nomadic life created a whole structure of a 
nomadic person ...” (Slovokhotov, 1905. p. 59). In 
this regard, it is interesting to cite the words of A. 
Vamberi that “... nothing could give me a clearer 
idea about nomadic life; when I later asked a 
Kyrgyz woman about the reasons that prompted 
them to move from place to place, she replied 

with a laugh, “We are not as lazy as you ... we 
cannot sit on all day in one place! A person must 
move, because judge for yourself: the sun, the 
month, the stars, the water, the animals, the birds, 
the fish – everything moves, only the earth and 
the dead remain in place ”(Vambery, 1865. P. 80). 
“Speaking of nomadic life,” witnesses testify, “a 
rare Kirghiz will not say:“ Only a tree stands in 
one place and feeds on what is around it; then it 
is a tree; the free bird flies to where it is better 
”(KRO, 1964. P. 300).

Thus, there is a desire of nomads to oppose their 
culture and value stereotypes to the perception of 
the world of sedentary agricultural peoples. In our 
opinion, this is a clear testimony to the ethnicity of a 
nomadic culture and a nomad lifestyle.
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